NAVIGATION
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1 Switch between practicing
ﬁnger drumming,
electronic drums, or
keyboard. Select
"Electronic Drums" when
you use with V-Drums.
2 Check in on your progress,
ﬁnd information about
your progress, manage
your account or enter a
promo code.
3 This is where you can
adjust your audio settings,
and setup your device.
4 Your Melodics avatar. This
can be edited by going to
You > Your Account and
clicking the "Edit account"
button.
5 Your current Melodics
grade. Your grade
increases as you play more
lessons and courses.
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SWITCH INSTRUMENT
1 This is your current
Melodics grade. You have
a different grade for each
instrument.
2 Choose between Melodics
pads, drums or keys.
Select "Drums" when you
use with V-Drums.
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LESSONS
1 Choose how you'd like to
browse lessons. Includes:
by artist, by genre, by
grade, or by tags.
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2 View lessons with cover art
thumbnails.
3 Displays the lessons in a
list format.
4 Lessons you have marked
as your favourites.
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5 Displays the number of
stars gained in a lesson.
You must pass a lesson to
get stars, and the
maximum number of stars
is 3.

5
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6 See the lessons you have
played recently.

COURSES
1 Choose how you'd like to
ﬁlter courses: view all, in
progress, not started, and
completed.
2 Click to start, or continue,
the course.
3 A short explanation of the
course and what you can
expect to learn.
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COURSE DETAIL
1 Returns you to previous
screen.
2 Indicates the difﬁculty of
the course.
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LESSON PRE-PLAY
1 Shows all the steps that
make up the lesson.
Lessons are made up of a
series of steps. Each step
builds upon the previous
one.
2 Kit overview highlights
which drums are going to
be used in the upcoming
step.
3 Click to advance to the
next screen.
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4 Gives a short explanation
of each step.
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5 Plays a short audio
preview of the step, and
shows how it will be
played. Use preview to
familiarise yourself with
how the steps sounds don't worry about how to
play it just yet!

LESSON PRE-PLAY - STEP LIST
1 Ticks indicate a how well
you mastered an
individual step. 3 ticks are
the maximum. Note: stars
are awarded when you
pass the ﬁnal step!
2 Click on a speciﬁc step to
switch to that step.
3 Stars are awarded for the
ﬁnal step. Keep practicing
until you get three stars!
4 Shows all the steps that
make up the lesson.
Lessons are made up of a
series of steps. Each step
builds upon the previous
one.
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PERFORMANCE MODE
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2 The volume of
metronome, your notes,
guide notes, and backing
track can be adjusted to
suit your preferences.
3 Streaks are small
notiﬁcations indicating
when you've played
multiple perfect notes in a
row. You have the option
to turn this feature off.
4 Click to return to previous
screen, Lesson Pre-Play.
5 Click to play the lesson.
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1 The core of the Melodics
experience, performance
mode is a scrolling
timeline with icons
indicating when to hit
speciﬁc drums.
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6 Each drum used in a
lesson is represented by a
track on the timeline and
highlighted.
7 Each drum hit is
represented by a square.
Green is on-time (perfect),
orange is early, purple is
late, and red indicates a
miss.
8 The playhead indicates the
current position on the
timeline.
9 Lets you manually scroll
through the timeline when
the lesson is stopped.
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PERFORMANCE MODE

1
2

1 The metronome plays a
click/beep at a regular
interval in the background
of the track to aid timing.
2 The metronome can be
turned off. When off, the
metronome will only count
in indicating the start of
the track.
3 The are several
metronome styles to
choose from.
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PRACTICE MODE
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1 Practice mode lets you run
through a lesson at your
own pace. Use practice
mode to work on difﬁcult
steps or sections.
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2 By setting a loop, you can
play a speciﬁc section of a
lesson over and over
again.
3 To set a loop, adjust the
start and end point of the
loop.
4 Resetting removes any
loop points you've
created.
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5 If AutoBPM is on, each
time you pass the loop,
the BPM will increase
slightly, until you are
playing at normal speed.
6 If Wait mode is on,
playback will stop until you
hit the right notes,
allowing you to carefully
step through tricky
sections.

4
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7 Adjust the BPM slider to
set the lesson to a tempo
that you prefer.

LESSON COMPLETION
1 The lesson score is
determined by the
number of hits that were
on-time versus late etc.
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2 Restarts the step you've
just played.
3 Takes you to the next step
in the lesson.
4 Click to view more or less
information about the step
you've just played.
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5 Ticks are awarded at the
end of steps. A higher
score yields more ticks,
with a maximum of three.
6 This is the total number of
notes in the step you've
just played.
7 Gives you a recap of how
many notes were perfect,
early, late, or missed.
8 Shows a line graph of your
recent performance scores
of this lesson.
9 Indicates your longest
streak (consecutive
on-time hits).
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YOU - GOALS & STATS
1 Melodics recommends a
daily practice goal of 5
minutes a day.
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2 See your recent history,
and keep track of which
days you achieved your
practice goal.
3 The current number of
consecutive days you've
completed your daily
practice goal for this
instrument.
4 The highest number of
consecutive days you've
completed your daily
practice goal.
5 Shows your current grade
and how close you are to
moving on to the next
grade.
6 Displays the number of
stars required to advance
to the next grade.
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YOU - STREAKS
1 These are milestones that
unlock when you achieve
certain criteria, such as a
"3 day streak".
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YOU - YOUR ACCOUNT
1 Displays your Melodics
name and email address.
2 This logs you out of
Melodics so that you can
switch to another user.
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3 Takes you to a Melodics
web page where you can
edit your Melodics
subscription, avatar,
username, and email
address.
4 Get in touch with Melodics
with any questions,
feedback or comments.

YOU - PROMO CODES
1 If you have a promo code,
you can redeem it here.

1
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SETTINGS
1 Choose your desired
audio device the
dropdown.

1

2 Moving this slider to the
right increases the audio
buffer size. Adjust it if you
have audio issues (like
pops or crackles). Ideally it
should be set as low as
possible while maintaining
good audio quality.
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3 Plays a short audio sample
to test your audio settings.
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4 Select the MIDI device
you'd like to use to play
with Melodics.
5 Removes any user
controller mappings you
have created.
6 Set up your controller to
use with Melodics. No
need to set for V-Drums
Customer.
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